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There's been a man killed during a hit and run and Lieutenant Tim Murphy is short-handed as
usual. That's where Cooper Investigations come in. Nick Cooper has been asked to help
interview witnesses to the hit and run. Tim's nephew, Dave, is riding along with Nick to see if
he'd like to become a P.I. Only problem is, someone is trying to kill all these witnesses before
they can identify the driver. But how can he be one step ahead of the police at every turn?





Don Kidwell, “Likeable 40s Era Pulp PI...Suspense With a Twist...Clean Humor Without Being
Crass...Wonderful Finale.... ...all the hallmarks of a fine classic crime novella! I had grabbed a
bunch of these Cooper Collection books a year ago and spent many a morning, coffee in hand,
starting the day with a spirited read. As I mentioned in an excerpt from my review for 'Gone With
the Window' - "...tale immediately settled in to the action and humor I expected of these works
from the author, Bill Bernico such that I've come to thoroughly enjoy each and every episode to
date. I'm glad I have a stash of these on my kindle and recommend the same of everybody!"
With other fun titles like "Room for One Less" , "Gentlemen Prefer Bombs" , and "Jack the
Stripper" why not grab yourself a few, as author is generous enough to post some for free on
occasion, and get to know this wily protagonist in an engaging mystery that you'll rip through in
less than an hour. Very good series and, as before, I do recommend (I wouldn't be surprised if I
owned them all before it's all said and done)!”

mary granger, “Five Stars. good story well written”

Knitter, “Detection Novel. Short book which a quick exciting read.Very Enjoyable and a good
book.Suitable for readers of detective books.Kayb”

The book by Bill Bernico has a rating of  5 out of 3.9. 24 people have provided feedback.
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